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New threshold electron-photon coincidence measurements are pre-

sented which enable one to directly measure the lifetimes and

fluorescence quantum yields of selected vibronic states of ions.

Results are given for the (v,OO) v, = O,l,2,3 states and a ccmbi'

nation state of the Ä state and for the B (OOO) state of CO. .
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Here we present threahold electron-photon coincidence measurementa

of molecular ions which permit a direct measurement of the radiative

lifetimes of individual vibronic states. We filter out the elec-

trons with zero kinetic energy, since the ions in coincidence

with these electrons have the internal energy given by the incident

photons, a technique we developed previously /!/. Any measurements

carried out in coincidence with these resonance electrons are state

selected to the state prepared by the primary photons. We now ob-

serve that also secondary photons are scattered frora the photo-

ionization region, which, by coincidence with threshold electrons

can now be assigned to the vibronic state so selected. These secon-
o •» +

dary photons are due to transitions from the A and B state of CO- ,

to the ground X state of CO. t hence this is now the direct analogue

to fluorescence detection in neutral molecules. State selected

fluorescence means here that a fluorescence photon from an ion is

counted only when a threshold electron has been detected. By this

means the origin of the fluorescence photons is unambiguously

determined.

In the present work, the fluorescence lifetimes for CO, A

(2TT u: Vj_ - 0,1,2,3; v2 - Vj - 0) and C02* B(2Iu; 000) were

deterrnined. The individual vibronic states of CO. were prepared

in a photoionization experiment using dispersed continuum radiation

from the storage ring DORIS at DESY in Hamburg, Germany /3/.

The coincidence system has been previously described /2/ where,

for the present experiments, a photomultiplier served to detect

the fluorescence photons. In this previous work, the vibrational

energy levels of the X, A, B and C states were determined by

threshold electron spectroscopy /!/ and the fragmentation of

CO.* in the C state by threshold electron-ion coincidence measure-

ments. A schematic diagram of the System is shown in figure 1. In

the experiment, the photon wavelength is set to excite a particular

vibronic state of the ion. A threshold electron pulse serves to

Start a time-to-amplitude Converter (TAG) and a fluorescence

photon to stop it. The coincidence pulses obtained from the TAG

were stored in a pulse height analyser. The component electron

and fluorescence photon Signals äs well äs the incident (exciting)

photon intensity were stored simultaneously. From these data

both the radiative lifetime and the quantum yield of the ionic

states can be detentiined. At the low signal levels observed, the

coincidence signal follows the equation

n(t)dt - [A- exp (- t/t) •»• B] dt

where A is proportional to the true coincidence count, B the

random coincidence count and T is the radiative lifetime. A

least squares analysis was used to fit the data to this equation.

Figure 2 shows a typical coincidence spectrum obtained by this

raethod; in particular emission from the A(100) state of CO."1*

measured in coincidence with threshold electrons from this state.

The radiative lifetimes determined here are given in Table l

along with their Standard deviations. As seen in Table l, the

radiative lifetimes of C0.+ (Ä) in v, - 0,1,2 and 3 for v2 -

v3 » o exhibit no distinct trend. It is possible, however, that

a dependence of lifetime on the vibrational state exists but

is very small. For example, from experiments on H- and H- it

was also found /4/ that the lifetimes of different vibrational



states differed by only a fraction of a nanosecond.

The radiative lifetime observed for the B state is significantly

äifferent frora that of the A state. This finding here is in con-

trast to the results of electron impact experiments where state

selection is done in the emission and where the A and B states of .

CO- yielded lifetimes of 113+ 12 and 118+ 12 nsec. respectively

/5/. The present method of state selection via threshold electron-

photon coincidence measurentents rules out the possibility of

caacading from states above the one being studied. Such cascading

may have lead to an averaged value in the above electron impact

phasefluorimetry experiments. The total emission from the ion

has also been determined in unselected ion-photon coincidence
0

measurement at 584 A in which an average value of 120 nsec was

obtained /6/. The only other reported value for the lifetime of

the B state was obtained in a photoelectron spectroscopy experiment

in which coincidence measurements gave a tentative value of

150 nsec /7/.

Another interesting example is the pumping of a Rydberg state at
o

691.4 A which also produced threshold electrons followed by

photons from the dosest lying ion state. At this high energy

several overtone-combination bands in the A state would be possible.

It is interesting that the lifetime of this state (165 nsec) is

significantly longer then those of the other states observed

perhaps because this state is an unfavorable combination of

vibrational quanta with respect to possible final states.

The quantum yields given in Table l were obtained assuming a value

of 1.0 for the A (000) state - an evidently reasonable assumction

since, at the pressure measured no other decay channels are ob-

served. There is no significant difference hetween the quantun

yields of the various A state transitions. The yield of the B

state is smaller, flue to the fact that the emission was filtered
e

to reject wavelengths below 3300 A. Direct fluorescence transiticns

from B to higher excited vibrational levels of the X state lie

outside the Franck-Condon region, äs car. be seen from the thres-

hold electron /2/ or photoelectron spectrum of these states. Hence

the observed red shifted light is most likely produced from ions

which have crossed to the A state prior to emission. The quantum

yield could then be taken äs a measure of this crossing yield,

and hence constitutes a possible method for separating these two

processes /8/.
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Pig. 2 Photon-Threshold electron coincidence

curve showing the radiative decay

of the A (100) state of C02+. The mean

lifetime ia 10O nscc.


